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SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF MONOCLINIC FERRO-
AND ANTIFERROMAGNETS

Experimental study of magnetic materials with sym-
metry below rhombic has resulted in discovery of some
features of their properties that are associated with low
symmetry. In particular, these include the temperture
dependences of the arrangement of the susceptibility
tensor principal axes and the magnetic moment direc-
tion. Temperature-dependent rotation of the susceptibil-
ity ellipsoid and the magnetic moment was observed
experimentally in magnetically concentrated crystals of
NaFe(WOo), [] and NiCl2'6HrO [2]. Note that the
temperature-dependent rotation of the susceptibility
tensor principal axes was by about 45" within a temper-
ature range of about l0 K, and the antiferromagnetism
vector in the ordered phase of NiCl2 . 6HrO changed its
vector direction by some 5o within a range of 1.5 to 5

K.
We have considered a model of ferro- and antiferro-

magnets with monoclinic magnetic interactions. This
model accounts for the observations. The monoclinic
anisotropy is represented by two types of axial anisot-
ropy introduced in the below Hamiltonian with differ-
ent directions. One of them is determined by the inter-
action of each individual ion mainly with the lattice (we
call it here single-site) and the other by the interaction
between ions (intersite), characterized by unit vectors ,t
and n', respectively. The angle between these is p (0 < p
< 1t/2).

The Hamiltonian of the ferro- and antiferromaenet is

ar: - jlJ,,s,s, -*I(s,")'
t.t' t 

t

- )Lp,,,(S,o')(5,,"') - pnLS,, (1)
t,l' I

where J,,, is the exchange integral; S,, .S,, spin operators
for sites I,l'; B, p constants of the single-site and
intersite anisotropies, respectively; trr the doubled Bohr
magneton; and -EI the magnetic field applied parallel to
the plane (n, n'). Denote the angle between H and n by
,/. The constants B and p in eq. (1) are chosen so that
the magnetization easy axis should lie in the plane (2,
n'\.
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Take first the magnetically ordered ferromagnet
phase. Use the coordinate system with the unit vectors
1,, ly, I, such that l, and, l, lie in the plane (n, n'). The
angle between n and l, will be denoted by d. In this
coordinate system we have

,s,: sl/, + slly+ sf l,
and hence

R.
l{ : - j lJ,,S,S,. - if,( 51 cos d - 51 sin d)'z

I,t' - I

- iL p,,,Ist' cos(d - e) - si sin(d - e)l
I,t'

x IS,; cos(d - e) - s1 sin(d - e)]
-pHL[slcos(d-V)-s/sin(d-rf)]. (2)

This coordinate system will be specified so as to have

(Sf),-*-o, (Si),--:(S/),---0, (3)

where (Sl) : Sp(FSl), p is the density matrix, o the
average value of the site spin, l: time. It follows from
eq. (3y that

td \ t I
l;(Isi)l - -ispdol ic. Isi | :0. (4)
\u! r l,-* t / j
where po is the equilibrium density matrix with the
Hamiltonian of eq. (2). Upon commutation of eq. (4) we
have

a
f I ((s;sl + slsi ) cos 2o

t .) .rl+[(si )-- (sl)l sin 2d)

+ 1,p,,,(S/S'y cos 2(d - 9)

+ +(sisi - sisi ) sin 2(d - e))
+ pH sin(o - r)\(sl) : 0 (5)

From this general expression it follows in particular that
in a uniaxial ferromagnet (p:0) in a field H In the
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sin d : pHL <si> /lBL <Gi )'

position of the magnetization vector in the angular
phase is given by the following relation in the exchange
approximation:

- (si )')

+}p,,,(sfst'- sls/)]. (6)
l.t'

Here we are interested in the temperature behaviour
of the magnetization vector orientation, due to mono-
clinic magnetic interactions, under no magnetic field. In
this case eq. (5) leads to the following:

(-
tg20: I Lp,,,L(St'Si, - sls/) sin 2e - 2<Sisi>

\ l,l'

xcos 2el - BI (sisl + sisi ))
I)

I
x { Ip/'[(sisi- slsi> cos 2e +2(s/si>

\ l.l,

xsin 2el+BI((sl)') - ((sl)')) Q)

This equation implied that the temperature-dependent
rotation of magnetization is the case when g+0, r,/2
(i.e. the magnetic interaction symmetry is monoclinic).

The above relation permits, upon calculation by a

certain technique of the correlators of eq. ('/), the tem-
perature dependence of d to be found in a wide temper-
ature range. The most consistent way to do this is by
finding the Green's functions. Here we shall show a

simpler variant.
Earlier we found the d(Z) relation for T << T. (7"

being the Curie temperature) in ref. [3] in the spin-wave
approximation from an expression for d less general
than eq. (7). In this range, the A0(T) relation (0:0o-
40, 0o is the angle value at I:0) is found for a
ferromagnet from the relation

A0 -L(po - po)No, (8)
k

where po is the intersite anisotropy Fourier component
and No the magnon distribution function.

In the high temperature range we shall use the
molecular field method. Since the part due to anisot-
ropy has been revealed in eq. (7), we shall make averag-
ing of eq. (7) with the use of the molecular field Hamil-
tonran:

5C-", : "/oo! Sl,

where -/o- L,Jt,'. ln this approximation,

tg20:2po sin 2q(5,)2^"17{2po(S,)'-" cos 29

+Fl (s,r )-", - (s,i )-r] )

The averages of eq. (10) have the simplets form for
S: 1. In this case,

tg20 :2po sin 2p/l2po cos 2e + FfG)1, (11)

where

f(r): (ch x - 1)(l + 2ch x)/2s*x, x: Joo/7.

The function /(x) determines the temperature be-

haviour of the easy magnetization axis orientation in a

monoclinic ferromagnet. Clearly, for Z: 0,

tg20o:2po sin 2q/(2po cos 29 + B),

in agreement with the result of ref. [3].
For T + {, the angle 0 - 0", where

t920,:8posin29/(8pe cos 29 + 3B).

(r2)

(13)

These are the limiting angle values between which the
magnetization vector rotates with temperature. The ro-
tation angle will be the largest, when the denominator
of eq. (11) goes to zero in the particular temperature
range x, which may be the case when the constants B
and p have opposite sign.

It is evident that eq. (11) is a qualitatively adequate
representation of the temperature dependence of the
angle 0, except when 7-0 (see ref. [3]) and in the
vicinity of { (where fluctuations must be allowed for).

As regards the paramagnetic phase, note the follow-
ing. In this case, in the absence of a magnetic field,
(S,):0; therefore, the directions of the susceptibility
ellipsoid principal axes in the plane (rr, z') are found
from eq. (5) in a field at *: d which finally tends to
zero. By this method we find from eq. (7) for T >> T"

that 0 : 0", being specified by eq. (13).
The above approach applied to a monoclinic antifer-

romagnet enables the determination of the general ex-

pression for the angle specifying the antiferromagnetism
vector orientation as dictated by temperature. Here we
note only that in the molecular field approximation the
expression for d has the form of eq. (10), with substitu-
tion po + po - pi where po and pi are characteristics of
the intra- and intersublattice anisotropies, respectively.

* In more symmetric cases ( 9 : 0, n/2), the going to zero of
the denominator of eq. (11) may let one determine the
orientation transition temperature.
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